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The living room incorporates a snug circle of seats and other cosy alcoves. (Photo: SuMisura)

This two-storey family home in 3 Orchard By-The-

Park features a music lounge, poker room, yoga

room and outdoor roof terrace for barbecues, pool

parties and movie screenings.
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S
how units provide potential buyers with ideas on how to create liveable, cosy homes from

empty shells. And sometimes, an interior designer’s work is so well-conceived and suited

to a buyer’s lifestyle that it makes perfect sense for the new owner to keep the interiors and

move straight into the already furnished space.

At 3 Orchard By-The-Park, developer YTL tasked interior design f irm SuMisura to furnish

the penthouse. “The developer’s brief was to create a gorgeous show unit for buyers who

appreciate the high life and want to own a rare, freehold super penthouse in Singapore,”

said SuMisura’s creative director Angela Lim. “At the same time, we were told to be mindful

of what the architect Antonio Citterio had already put into the property, which in itself is a

high benchmark of luxury.”

SuMisura installed illuminated shelves under the grand staircase to maximise the use of space in the lounge area. (Photo:

SuMisura)

The 7,000 sq. ft. duplex features six bedrooms. Citterio's plan places most of the rooms on

the f irst level and common spaces on the second level, connected by a linear staircase. While

spacious, there were some limitations. One example is a glass box in the common area, which
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houses a courtyard and staircase that leads to the roof terrace and swimming pool. Lim felt

that this feature prevented potential buyers from visualising the full extent of the space.

ADVERT ISEMENT

The Bocci pendant lights above the central staircase draw attention to the sense of space in the penthouse. (Photo:

SuMisura)

Her solution: an artistic display of Bocci blown-glass lights above the main staircase to draw

attention away from the glass box. It makes for good spatial drama as one ascends from the

bedroom level to the living room. Together with a mirrored ceiling panel reflecting the

skyline, an exquisite backdrop is formed for the living room. The pendants’ luminance

brightens the space while presenting intriguing reflections against the surrounding glass

surfaces.
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The dining room features an elegant tableau with art deco influences. (Photo: SuMisura)

The stylish furnishings complete the living room’s sophisticated palette. These include a

leather-trimmed brass table lamp from Ralph Lauren and an Armani Casa console with

delicate basket-woven details. Organic lines abound to offset the interior architecture’s

angularity – these sinuous curves are found in the furnishings as well as on a book-matched

marble wall with beautiful veining. 
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The adjacent dining room has an equally elegant setting. The generous 10-seater dining table

accommodates large dinner parties. On the wall, two artworks echo the swirling lines of the

carpet while a tiered chandelier accentuates the room’s loftiness as it adds a decorative touch

with art deco-influenced nuances.

A bar area next to the living room is designed as both a pantry and library. (Photo: SuMisura)

Turning obstacles into opportunities is a SuMisura trait. This is evident in the corridor

leading from the living room to the powder room, where a nondescript and transitory space

is now functional and beautiful. “Recognising that this is a passageway that all guests will

pass through, we decided to create a library of books and collectables, coupled with a bar that

faces a window offering magnif icent views,” stated Lim. “The proximity of the bar to the

living area also allows the owner to serve guests conveniently.”


